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So safely go where no Barry has gone before... Brand new STAR TREK eventEVENT REWARDS: ● Collect fan favorite characters from the series ● SHINY new Starfleet Mech ● Reach max warp with Starship jetpackEXCLUSIVE CONTENT: ● Phaser Jetpack and Borg Cube jetpacks ● 4 new vehicle leather PLUS new SAM ● 4 new
backgrounds to keep FOREVER Available for a limited time to play now! A NEW CHRISTMAS EVENT? Seasonal greetings! Collect flying baubles to unlock 7 exclusive Christmas gifts at the Christmas event! New premium items: - Reindeer Barry-Abominable Snowmech-Christmas Bell JetpackFly through winter wonderland now, and
claim your place in the leaderboard! Get cracked! Mission.... Start! Metal Sle slate event is back! EVENT REWARDS: ● Collect new characters and play as Marco, Tarma, Eri or Fio! ● Unlock Heavy Machine Gun FOR FREE ● BLAST through lab with classic SV-001 Metal Suffin Tank! EXCLUSIVE CONTENT: ● FlameShot, Laser
Cannon, and Rocket Launcher jetpacks! ● 5 new vehicle skins PLUS new SAM ● 4 new backgrounds to keep FOREVER Available for a limited time, play now! MASTER PROFIT BIRD⚡Test YOUR SKILLS AT THE ZAPPY BIRD EVENT! Navigate your way through the maze of zappers to get a high score and win a sweet reward! IT'S
BLING TIME, BABY! You've asked, and we've listened. BLING IT ON event is back! Collect gold bars to unlock luxurious items including the coveted GOLDEN TOPHAT. GOLDEN S.A.M.Get fast, this event is limited time only! Halloween EVENTWe've got a coffin full of new and exclusive rewards this Halloween: scary ARM MACHINEIT
is every nightmare you've ever had... Here's what happens when a terrifying clown meets a steam rolling machine! BLEEDING HEART JETPACKPaint lab red (with color instead of blood ... yep definitely paint) this disgusting edgy JetpackDEMON WINGS JETPACKWho ever said Barry was a good boy? Exhibit your inner evil with the
stylish Demon Wings Jetpack We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? BACK TO THE FUTURE EVENT! Tear through the streets of Hill Valley. Unlock rare awards - electrifying jetpack, iconic costumes, the new Steam Powered. M leather &amp; more! Defy time for yourself! Collect powers to
expand your run. How long do you last? Delorean TIME MACHINE-Hit 88mph in the vehicle and you rip with time! HOVERBOARD - Skate in street style. Escaping death never looked colder! EVENT LEADERBOARD - Play against others from all over the world! Improved merging of the game saves to reduce the chance of lost progress.
We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? Mission.... Start! Brand new Metal Sle slate collaboration! EVENT REWARDS: ● Collect new characters and play as Marco, Tarma, Eri or Fio! ● Unlock the lorry gun FOR FREE ● BLAST through the laboratory SV-001 Metal suffin tank! EXCLUSIVE
CONTENT: ● FlameShot, Laser Cannon, and Rocket Launcher jetpacks! ● 5 new vehicle skins PLUS new SAM ● 4 new backgrounds to keep FOREVER Available for a limited time, play now! We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? IT'S BLING TIME, BABY! You've asked, and we've listened.
BLING IT ON event is back! Collect gold bars to unlock luxurious items including the coveted GOLDEN TOPHAT. GOLDEN S.A.M.Get fast, this event is limited time only! We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? A PIRATE EVENT? ☠️. Pirates have landed... ● Your treasure awaits! Collect
golden skulls to unlock new and exciting loot! Costume, JETPACK &amp; VEHICLES?● Swashbuckling SA. M, the trident bearing greek god, and the legendary Kraken sea monster is just the beginning! Available for a limited time, play now! July 4th Pack is here! This exclusive bundle contains the following new items: ? July 4 jetpack ?
Profit Eagle? Uncle Steakfries costume + BONUS 20,000 coins + BONUS Quick revives (10 pack) Also introducing BRAND NEW Uncle SA.M. skin strong arm machine.Available for a limited time Made improvements as player progress is saved and backed up by the cloud. Added a new Cloud Machine Jetpack and Prince Ali costume.
We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? Introducing the BRAND NEW Hygiene event! Practice your social distancing and collect hand held soap chips to unlock new rewards! PLAY NOW TO RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE PRIZES:? Profit bird skin? Sanitizer Jetpack? Nurse costume? Medic S.A.M.
skin? Level backgrounds! Wash your hands and join this collection event now! Available for a limited time. BACK TO THE FUTURE EVENT! Tear through the streets of Hill Valley. Unlock rare awards - electrifying jetpack, iconic costumes, the new Steam Powered. M leather &amp; more! NEW GAME MODE - DEFY TIME IN ITSELF!
Collect powers to expand your run. How long do you last? Delorean TIME MACHINE-Hit 88mph in the vehicle and you rip with time! HOVERBOARD - Skate in street style. Escaping death never looked colder! EVENT LEADERBOARD - Play against others from all over the world! We've squashed some bugs? and made some general
improvements to the game! ? Get Egg-quoted, the Easter EGGSTRAVAGANZA EVENT is here! Chomping robo-rabbits, screaming chicken and steam rolling chocolate machine is just the beginning! PLAY NOW TO UNLOCK EXCLUSIVE EASTER PRIZES! ? Easter Exclusive Vehicles? Brand NEW Jetpacks and Outfits? Unlock
Chocolate S.A.M Skin FREEJoin for chocolate filled fun now! Available for a limited time. Fixed crash on startup and we've also squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? ST PATRICK'S DAY EVENTThe PATRICK'S DAY EVENTThe EVENTThe Patrick's Day event is here! Collect shamrock tokens to
unlock your exclusive rewards. NEW EVENT REWARDSUnlock brand new Dapper irishman costume and St Patrick's SAM FOR FREE! EXCLUSIVE CONTENT: DullAHANRide through lab as terrifying Irish legend! FAERIE WINGSBoth delicate and stylish! Show off your mythical fairy form with this new Jetpack.Available for a limited
time just to get cracked! We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? IT'S BLING TIME, BABY! You've asked, and we've listened. BLING IT ON event is back! Collect gold bars to unlock luxurious items including the coveted GOLDEN TOPHAT. GOLDEN S.A.M.Get fast, this event is limited time
only! CHINESE NEW YEAR'S EVENT! Celebrate 2020 the right way! Collect Red Envelopes to unlock new and exclusive Chinese New Year's Awards! NEW EXCLUSIVE CONTENT:• Kick your way through the lab with our new FLAMETHROWER JETPACK• Ride the new Ox vehicle upgrade Lil Stomper• Celebrate Rat's Year with
exclusive RAT COSTUMEXin tint hao! CHINESE NEW YEAR'S EVENT! Celebrate 2020 the right way! Collect Red Envelopes to unlock new and exclusive Chinese New Year's Awards! NEW EXCLUSIVE CONTENT:• Kick your way through the lab with our new FLAMETHROWER JETPACK• Ride the new Ox vehicle upgrade Lil
Stomper• Celebrate Rat's Year with exclusive RAT COSTUMEXin tint hao! HUGE NEW SHOP UPDATE! Our elves are busy at work creating a brand new store menu. Missed out on the event bundle earlier this year? Well now is your chance to snag that bespoke event pack. Bundles of events are only available again at Christmas to get
fast! ? EVENTO NATALIZIO? È già Natale? Quindi ci sono dei regali, vero?! Le petit déjeuner est très agréable. I TUOI REGALI questo Natale, sblocca:- Vestiti tema natalizio- Vestiti RARI disponibili solo Natale- Ilolo SLITTA delle MERAVIGLIE- E per un periodo limitato, l'esclusivo S.A.M.T.A. completamente GRATIS! NUOVI OGGETTI
ESCLUSIVI- Vestito da Elfo-Jetpack Palla di Neve-Viverna di GhiaccioProvalo subito! We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? NEW DAILY PRIZES● Return to all kinds of sweet prizes every day! Available from the home screen - look for a gift box ?? ● We've also squashed some bugs to help
improve your game experience? BACK TO THE FUTURE EVENT! Tear through the streets of Hill Valley. Unlock rare prizes like electrifying jetpack, iconic costumes, the new Steam Powered. M leather &amp; more! ??? BACK TO THE FUTURE EVENT! Tear through the streets of Hill Valley. Unlock rare awards - electrifying jetpack,
iconic costumes, the new Steam Powered. M leather &amp; more! NEW GAME MODE - DEFY TIME IN ITSELF! Collect chips to your run. How long do you last? Delorean TIME MACHINE-Hit 88mph in the vehicle and you rip with time! HOVERBOARD - Skate in street style. Escaping death never looked colder! EVENT LEADERBOARD -
Play against others from all over the world! Added a new menu at the beginning of the game to match the Google Play families policy. We have made some improvements to the event mode menus to make things clearer. The result screen now shows only the amount of marker needed to unlock the next prize. Fixed some bugs with the
mission system? and made some general improvements to the game! ? We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? NEW SA. M SKINS + MUSIC ● You can now buy your favorite SA. M leather in-game (music included)! Go to the vehicles section to check them! GLOBAL LEADERS ● Learn how
you rank against players around the world! IMPROVED RESULTS + MISSIONS ● We have improved the way we communicate missions and leveling up! In addition, we have developed a results screen. We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? Get egg-mentioned, NEW EASTER EVENT IS
HERE! Chomping robo-rabbits, screaming chooks and steam rolling chocolate machine is just the beginning! PLAY NOW TO UNLOCK EXCLUSIVE EASTER PRIZES! ? Easter Exclusive Vehicles? Brand NEW Jetpacks and Outfits? NEW Chocolate S.A.M SkinJoin for chocolate filled fun now! Available for a limited time. We've squashed
some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? ST PATRICK'S DAY EVENTThe St. Patrick's Day event is here! Collect event badges to unlock your exclusive rewards.3 EXCLUSIVE JETPACKSPa brand new Sir. Einhorn Jetpack, Pot of Gold Jetpack &amp; Golden Rainbow Jetpack are all just on St. Patrick's day
Event. Play now to claim your own! CELTIC TELEPORTER Electrifying Celtic Teleporter is back for a limited time! Grab it! PLUS new SAM Skins, crazy costumes, earth-shattering shamrocks... Join in on chaotic fun now! ST PATRICK'S DAY EVENTThe St. Patrick's Day event is here! Collect event badges to unlock your exclusive
rewards.3 EXCLUSIVE JETPACKSPa brand new Sir. Einhorn Jetpack, Pot of Gold Jetpack &amp; Golden Rainbow Jetpack are all just on St. Patrick's day Event. Play now to claim your own! CELTIC TELEPORTER Electrifying Celtic Teleporter is back for a limited time! Grab it! PLUS new SAM Skins, crazy costumes, earth-shattering
shamrocks... Join in on chaotic fun now! We've squashed some bugs? and made some general improvements to the game! ? CHINESE NEW YEAR'S EVENT! Celebrate 2019 properly! Collect Red Envelopes to unlock new and exclusive Chinese New Year's Awards!• Unleash a fiery mess with fan-favourite Chinese New Year Dragon
skin!• It's a bird! It's a pig! That is Oh, wait... it's just a flying pig. Play with brand new Truffles vehicle skin!• Unlock the explosive Petcracker Jetpack – exclusive Chinese New Year!• Collect them all! Dress the part with a new Chinese New Year costume! CHINESE NEW YEAR'S EVENT! Celebrate 2019 properly! Collect Red Envelopes to
unlock new and exclusive Chinese New Year's Awards!• Unleash a fiery mess with fan-favourite Chinese New Year Dragon skin!• It's a bird! It's a pig! It's super-! Oh, wait... it's just a flying pig. Play with brand new Truffles vehicle skin!• Unlock the explosive Petcracker Jetpack – exclusive Chinese New Year!• Collect them all! Dress the
part with a new Chinese New Year costume! Improved optimization and general bug fixes. ? A NEW CHRISTMAS EVENT? It's Christmas? That means gifts right?! Collect flying baubles to unlock 7 exclusive Christmas gifts for the brand NEW Christmas event! YOUR GIFTSThi Christmas, Unlock: lit Jetpack, Christmas themed outfits,
new unselmited costumes and PREMIUM vehicle - all free! CHRISTMAS WONDERLANDKnow scientists went overboard... it's sickening. New SA. M, Winter Wonderland background and deadly Flying Snowballs! Check it out now! ? A NEW CHRISTMAS EVENT? It's Christmas? That means gifts right?! Collect flying baubles to unlock 7
exclusive Christmas gifts for the brand NEW Christmas event! YOUR GIFTSThi Christmas, Unlock: lit Jetpack, Christmas themed outfits, new unselmited costumes and PREMIUM vehicle - all free! CHRISTMAS WONDERLANDKnow scientists went overboard... it's sickening. New SA. M, Winter Wonderland background and deadly Flying
Snowballs! Check it out now! Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Improved optimization and general bug fixes. BACK TO THE FUTURE OF EVENTS ? Tear through the iconic streets of Hill Valley as you blast your way through time. Play now in new game mode, electrifying jetpack, costumes, vehicles, and more! ⚡ MODE –
defy time in itself! Collect flow capacitors to expand your run. How long do you last? Delorean TIME MACHINE - Strap yourself ... This kid shoots the flames! Hit 88mph and you rip with time! ? HOVERBOARD - Skate through the streets in style. Escaping death never looked cooler back to the future EVENT? Tear through the iconic
streets of Hill Valley as you blast your way through time. Play now in new game mode, electrifying jetpack, costumes, vehicles, and more! ⚡ MODE – defy time in itself! Collect flow capacitors to expand your run. How long do you last? Delorean TIME MACHINE - Strap yourself ... This kid shoots the flames! Hit 88mph and you rip with
time! ? HOVERBOARD - Skate through the streets in style. Escaping death never looked colder This update contains the nasty bug that caused the game to freeze after seeing the ad. We've also eliminated problems with Halloween Event and Halloween Bundle pop ups. Thank you for playing Jetpack! What's new for you to ask?•We
fixed some crashes related to S.A.M rewards•Updated push notifications•Custom appearance of the new Hills Background (now you can actually see zappers!) • Fixed some bugs ?•Possibly added more bugs to fix later? Improved optimization and general bug fixes. NEW Jetpack – Holy Cow! Udderly ridiculous Big Bertha Jetpack is out
now! BONUS Background – Zip to the peaceful green pasturita Bertha home while avoiding the chaos of the lab. Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Shudder my logs! This update is about
pirates! PIRATE EVENTLine your pockets with hidden treasure and special prizes! MONTY MacawThied bird! It's a plane! Wait... we were right for the first time! Brazen BarnacleSail seven seas with this battle tested pirate ship! ISLAND PARADISE A great place to soak up some sun or bury your loot! Improved optimization and general
bug fixes. Celebrate spring with Google PlayGet egg quoted! A new event is here! Easter EGGSTRAVAGANZACollect eggs to unlock special prizes like a brand new Bunny Suit! LIL CHOMPER VEHICLE SKINThis robo-rabbit only takes care of two things in life: chomping and stomping! NEW BUNDLE: BARRY'S BASKETEggstraordinary
savings on rare and exclusive items for a limited time! The event ends April 16. Jump at it! Improved optimization and general bug fixes. This update is laying the groundwork for some exciting and super secret changes coming your way in 2018.Update your game today and follow more content drops as we continue to support Jetpack
Joyride in the future. We will have more to share with you soon! Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Shudder my logs! This update is about pirates! PIRATE EVENTLine your pockets with hidden treasure and special prizes! MONTY MacawThied bird! It's a plane! Wait... we were right
for the first time! Brazen BarnacleSail seven seas with this battle tested pirate ship! ISLAND PARADISEThe perfect place to soak up some sun or bury your loot! The event ends June 25. Fire in the hole! Celebrate spring with Google PlayGet egg quoted! A new event is here! Easter EGGSTRAVAGANZACollect eggs to unlock special
prizes like a brand new Bunny Suit! LIL CHOMPER VEHICLE SKINThis robo-rabbit only takes care of two things in life: chomping and stomping! NEW BUNDLE: BARRY'S BASKETEggstraordinary savings on rare and exclusive items on Time! The event ends April 23. Jump at it! Top o mornin to ya! Here's what's new in our latest latest
PATRICK'S DAY EVENTCollect shamrocks to unlock new costumes, mystery merchandise, and golden rainbow jetpack in our Irish extravaganza! NEW KIT: PADDY'S PACKTreat itself on some coins, Leprechaun outfit, and two exclusive items: Celtic Teleporter and Pot o Gold Jetpack! The event ends March 27. Bring you along,
backyard! NEW POWER-UP: ROCKET TIME! Dodging one rocket? Easy. Dodging two rockets? Easy to do. Dodging an entire wall of rockets with a little more than a jetpack? Impossible!... IS IT? Rocket Time is the ultimate thrill ride: ricocheting rockets, slow-motion gameplay, and bonus vehicle drop if you manage to survive long
enough. Sometimes you have to take risks to get a biscuit... and Barry Steakfries loves cookies. Or at that! Jetpack Joyride celebrates Chinese New Year with a brand new update! SPRING FESTIVAL DECORATIONSExperience chinese New Year sights and sounds with great lanterns, colorful banners, festive coin patterns and a new
soundtrack! CHINESE NEW BUNDLESGOOD HAPPINESS AND HAPPINESS WITH BRAND NEW BUNDLES FEATURING CHINESE DRAGON SKIN, CAMPFIRE JETPACK, MANDARIN DRESS AND COINS GALORE! The event ends on 12 February 2017. Gong xi fa CAI! Hey, Joridri! The holidays are almost here, but we still find
time for one last update. Here's what's changed in our latest release: NEW SPLASH SCREENAshore screen is given a fresh coat of color. NEW SETTINGS MENUYou can restore audio or contact support from one central location. Thanks for another incredible year. We'll be back with more in 2017! Get Ready for the Holidays - Festive
Update * Hotfix crashesCHRISTMAS THEMEThe most magical time of the year is here. Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow! Barry's BUNDLE'Tis season for rocket-powered reindeer. The Sleigh of Awesome is back! EXTRA GADGET SLOTBoost your score, collect more coins, or get creative with the third gadget slot! NEW PICK-UPSLet to
lose with three upgradeable pick-ups: Boost, Shield and Cash Dash! • Buy up to 9 Quick revives per run • Fixed issue with Back to the Future™ bundle • Starter Pack no longer appears after 48 hours • General bug fixes and performance tweaks QUICK revives: - Quick Revives can now be purchased at the end of the run- You can use up
to three Quick Revives per game-Quick Revives slow down game speed for short durationHEADSTARTS :- Headstarts can now be purchased at the beginning of the run-purchase prompt will only be displayed if you have more than 750 coinsS.A.M. IMPROVEMENTS: - Tokens spawn earlier run-All rewards have been increased across
the board 1.9.14.2Fixed performance issues1.9.14.1Halloween EVENTDeath has come to Legitimate Research! Collect flying tokens to unlock exclusive rewards including a spooky new costume and vehicle skin! BONE DRAGONIt's a bird! have an airplane! This is a freaking bone dragon! Use quick revivals to cheat cheat and ride our
most ferocious creation yet! Mower robesDeath is just the beginning. Strike fear at all you cross with this sinister ensemble. Scythe included! * Fixed fitting issue. Your setup will now be saved.* Fixed an issue that caused some players to hide items.* Other minor bug fixes. Many thanks to everyone who helped us track these issues. Your
feedback is appreciated! Great Scott – this is your last chance to go back to ™ before the event is gone forever! EVENT – We're kicking off in-game events again, starting with this time traveling in beauty. VEHICLES – Blast into the past with the DeLorean Time Machine and Hoverboard! Costumes – Don't miss adding Marty, Doc &amp;
Biff to your collection. JETPACK – Rock 'n' roll with Amped Up Jetpack! * Fixed several issues with slot machines * Final blasts now appear in death * Vehicle icon is fixed * Fixed issue with stash menuA a big thank you to everyone who helped us track these issues. Your feedback is appreciated! STORE REFRESH - rolling inventory is no
more! Now you can buy what you want when you want it. Yes, even the Rainbow Jetpack. Or at that! Harwood Costume – With this update, Halfbrick bids farewell to one of Jetpack Joyride's founders: Jason Harwood. Thanks for everything, buddy. This is for you! Questions? Concern? To learn more, please visit . We are here to help!
This update includes several bug fixes and minor improvements. As always, keep the feedback coming! Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Improved optimization and general bug fixes. Fixes.
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